116 CODED DATA FIELD: GRAPHICS

Field definition
This field contains coded data relating to non-projected graphics as defined by ISBD(NBM) (e.g. prints and photographs) needed for library and museum-based cataloguing.

[...]

$\textit{a}/3$ Colour
A one-character code indicates the colour characteristics of the non-projected graphic item. The following codes are used:

- $a =$ one colour
  The image is in a single colour (i.e. monochrome). Used for monochrome artwork. Not used with photographic materials. Does not include black-and-white.

- $b =$ black-and-white
  The image is in black-and-white tones only.

- $c =$ multicoloured
  The image is in more than one colour.

- $d =$ hand coloured
  The image, produced by a printing or photographic process, is coloured by hand.

- $u =$ unknown

- $v =$ mixed
  The image is in a combination of black-and-white, one colour, and/or colours.

- $x =$ not applicable
  The colour characteristics do not apply.

- $z =$ other
  The image has colour characteristics not covered by the other defined codes. Includes stained, tinted, toned (e.g., sepia).
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